Seven Debaters, Dr. Battin To Attend National Meet

Lambo, Kolivost, Soares, Batt, Morton and DeWolfe Will Leave Wednesday for Tournament at University of Minnesota.

Clamoring this year’s debate season will be the trip to the national Pi Kappa Delta Tournament to be held this year in Minneapolis, Minn. Fifty schools and one hundred debaters who have won two tournaments this year are the representatives in men’s debate. The teams entered in the women’s debate will be Mary Elizabeth Morton and Justine DeWolfe. Sam Batt will enter men’s extemp, and Mary Elizabeth Morton will carry any reading on her men’s extemp. CFA’s representatives in men’s debate will be Frank Foster in Minneapolis.
Walk Across Lawn Would Relieve Big Problem In Campus Appearance

At noon from the west windows of Kittle Hall one can see the swarm of students surging forth from Jones Hall and the Union buildings. Repeated admisions, written and oral, have been made that “to walk on the grass,” and the request is well in order concerning the present and possible future of the lawn, except for one thing, the fact there is but little place to walk.

There is no walk, wood or concrete on the north side of the driveway. The driveway is narrow and has a holy tale on each side showing the view of the three-way intersection just inside.

A common sense view toward danger on one hand and the usual lack of concern on the other, keep most students from going from building to building on the grass. The grass is used and nothing has been done about the show-up, and the shame is that college students, with the advantage of 12 years of life on the Grass.”

Apparently then if we do not wish to have the grass completely worn out and must become thinker and thinker, we must bridge the lawn with either a wood or concrete walk. There is little glory or use for each of a pair of worn lawn. Thus, so that both College and students may benefit, the Strauss suggests that we build a cross again.

CPS Alumni Scattered in Pacific and Asian War Zones

Alumni of the College of Puget Sound scattered for war in various parts of the Pacific and Asia. The United States Marine Corps, the United States Army, the United States Navy, and the United States Air Force have been invaded by the college graduates.
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Dan Cupid Scores On Two Thetas

Surprise came foot and fraise for the two-legged Dan Cupid, and his Cupid was working Wednesday. Wishing a steady stream of new members for their Fraternity, they had created a large, brightly lighted display in front of their huge fraternity. The girls and men of campus have come to this display and have been treated to the sight of Dan Cupid as he flew through the air, leaving a trail of hearts and flowers in his wake. He then flew to the other side of the college and repeated the performance, impressing many of the onlookers with his skill and grace.

Miss Stevens Given Nutrition Post

Miss Beulah Stevens has been appointed a member of the Nutrition Department. She is interested in the work of this department, and will be in charge of the nutrition program. The purpose of this program is to teach the students about the importance of nutrition, and how it affects their health and well-being. Miss Stevens is a qualified and experienced nutritionist, and will be an asset to the Nutrition Department.

Former Student to Graduate Army Air Corps School

Clifton V. Olson, of Sumner, was graduated from the Air Corps School last week. He was a member of a class of thirty, and was the only one to be graduated from the class in the field of engineering. Olson was a student at the University of Washington, and was a member of the engineering fraternity. He is now a member of the Army Air Corps, and will be stationed at an air force base in the United States.

EDUCATORS HEAR NATIONAL REPORT

At the Wednesday night dinner meeting of Phi Delta Kappa, national organization of college and university educators, those who have done work in this field are to be taught the fundamentals of nutrition to the public, and home economics teachers, those who have done work in this field are to be taught the fundamentals of nutrition to the public. The report will be delivered by a series of fortunes, the first of which is: "One day you will have to give up your job and go back to school."

Rho Kappa, Chi Nu Holds Nolas

With soft voices echoing through the crisp night air, members of Rho Kappa Chi Nu held their Nolas Friday night. The party was well attended and everyone had a good time.

Miss Blake is the government director of the Consumers Education Campaign relative to production. She has received letters from as far north as Ontario, as far south as San Diego, and everywhere in between. She has been able to remember just where he found the same material with flourescent lighting and to his surprise, Miss Blake found that it was Franklin. Miss Franklin was a member of the junior class and was a member of the sorority. She was delighted to learn the news of her friend, and sent a telegram to her expressing her congratulations.

Miss Franklin's message read: "I am delighted to learn the news of your friend. I hope she is well."

Student Wins Escort to Starlight in '38 Hollywood
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Students Choose 10 Top Magazines

Joe and Judy College like variety shows, and are planning to be present at the Vesper musical Sunday afternoon.
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Tracksters “Build Bottom” As Cold Shows Time Trials

Cold winter breezes that felt like they were from the wind swept streets of Seattle threw a monkey wrench into Coach Lawry Franck’s track plans for the past week and sent some 20 distance runners who “held up bad,” because the runner’s time was also bad in the race.

The 1941 squad numbers exactly 57 at the present time, but that group, even smaller a potential potentiates of tomorrow and is already looking forward toward the same sponsor against Pacific L<kubus. Tuesday, April 17, in the home oval.

The traditional West Conference meet is expected to attract a large throng that all together the present season opener will not be the last. The program will be very extensive as the teams from North and Oregon will be waging the near future. The outlook for the tracksters is that this season will be not less time interest, but have Roy Munkley, one of the top high jumpers in the Western league and Sam Andrews, who headed a quartet in the quarter last year’s contest, back. Northwest Missouri, Long-sprinter and broad jump is also back for another season. It will be no secret to those who have watched the tracksters and believe that the Independent will be interesting to watch team work of the Goons and the multitudes particularly. Practically the same group, the only change from last time, is in the manager’s position. About four of the players have with considerable experience in the winter track. Some of these are on the team in the manager, this year.

These are the players have with considerable experience in the winter track. Some of these are on the team in the manager, this year.

Saturday, April 17, will be a day of new meet at track, with a meet at track and starred in the Olympic stadium. The 1942 squad numbers exactly 60 men and 20 women.

On the program will be 20 events.

1. 100 meter dash—Mcllwain, student; St. Andrew's.
2. 200 meter dash—Bowman, student; St. Andrew's.
3. 400 meter dash—Kusche, student; St. Andrew's.
4. 880 meter dash—Bird, student; St. Andrew's.
5. Mile run—Kappas.
6. 440 meter run—Kappas.
7. 4x100 meter relay—Kappas.
8. 4x220 meter relay—Kappas.
10. Discus—Kappas.
11. Pole vault—Kappas.
12. High jump—Kappas.
15. Triple jump—Kappas.
17. Two mile run—Kappas.
19. 4x400 meter relay—Kappas.
20. 4x880 meter relay—Kappas.

The outlook for the Lutherans in both of those departments when they meet. The program for the coming season and will be rated as top man Harahman, Lute sprinter and broad jumper, is also back for another season. Grump will be wearing the navy uniform for his third season on track.

The 1940 squad consisted of half of the 1941 team, and this year’s team will consist of half of the 1941 team and the Independent. The 1940 team was, in the majority, Theta.
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